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About Tradition Energy
Tradition is the nation’s largest and most experienced energy management and
procurement advisor to mid- to large-sized companies and government organizations
Advising clients in energy commodities markets since 1986
Industry-acclaimed as a market research expert and primary source for
market intelligence
Better informed decisions and additional savings through procurement expertise and
unsurpassed experience in the wholesale energy markets
95% of clients say that our “strategic recommendations are making a positive
contribution to their enterprise”*
Part of the Tradition Group, a top 3 institutional broker of financial products and
commodities with over 2,200 employees in 28 countries and revenues of
approximately $1.0 Billion

Providing local clients with the full resources of a global energy advisor.

*2017/18 Client Satisfaction Survey
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Government purchasing channel
Exclusive bi-monthly energy contributor to Government
Procurement magazine, the official magazine of the National
Institute of Governmental Purchasing (NIGP)
U.S. Communities is the leading national cooperative purchasing
program with 90,000 members representing education, local and
state government and non-profit organizations
Tradition Energy won a U.S. Communities national competition to
be the exclusive energy consulting and management services
advisor to public agencies

The U.S. Communities contract delivers many benefits, including:
 The best supplier pricing in the market
 Time and money savings
 Contract value – even if your organization is NOT required to publicly
bid utilities

U.S. Communities is the only cooperative purchasing program to earn the NIGP Accredited
Cooperative (NAC) accreditation
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Strategic Solutions

•

Data Management & Reporting





Sustainability
 Solar energy project evaluation and
installation
 Renewable energy procurement

Online contract management
Historical usage & cost tracking
Budgeting & forecasting
Performance monitoring

Demand Response (DR)
 Generate a new revenue stream
 Avoid price spikes / reduce costs

Tariff Rate and Tax Analysis
 Utility bill audits
 Cost recovery
 Predominant Use Studies

Demand-Side Management
 Energy efficiency audits
 Project recommendations

Bill Processing & Payment
 Energy & utility usage and spend
reporting
 Increase efficiency & reduce
expenditures
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Experience
More than 330 local government & non-profit clients managed totaling over 12.6 billion kWh

30

1300

84

Years in the
energy markets

Commercial & industrial and
governmental clients

Energy suppliers competing for
our clients’ business

1050

500

55

C&I and government accounts
priced each week

Million kWh of electricity
priced each week

Million dollars in electricity
procured each week

15:1

20

97

Ratio of clients to Tradition
professionals

Client training events
conducted each year

% of clients saying they are “likely
to use our service again”*

*2017/18 Client Satisfaction Survey
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Regional Market Outlook – Colorado NG
CASDEM
September 6, 2018
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Natural Gas Price History

 Over the past 12 months natural gas prices have ranged from a low of $2.552 for February 2018 to a high of $3.631 for January 2018.
 Over the past 24 months natural gas prices have ranged from a low of $2.552 for February 2018 to a high of $3.930 for December 2016.
 Over the past 36 months natural gas prices have ranged from a low of $1.639 for March 2016 to a high of $3.930 for December 2016.
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NYMEX Natural Gas – Current Market Status
 Natural gas inventories are 21% below a year ago levels at the mid-way point of 2018 injection
season, with current inventories ~646 Bcf below 2017 levels and ~588 Bcf (19%) below the 5 year
average for this time.
 End of injection season storage levels could be 300-500 Bcf or ~8-14% below last year’s start of
withdrawal season levels.
 Hotter-then-normal summer weather, record exports, and increased power sector demand could
leave storage levels at a four-year low at the start of the 2018-19 winter heating season.

NATURAL GAS STORAGE
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NYMEX Natural Gas – Current Market Status
 Wholesale contracts for future delivery of commodity natural gas have are just above multi-year
lows due to record production levels.
 Future years 2020 and 2021 are less expensive than 2019 partially reflecting near term winter risks
and an anticipated growth in production levels as new pipelines enter service in the coming years .
NYMEX Natural Gas
CAL 2019 CAL 2020 CAL 2021
Current Price

2.764

2.628

2.566

Current Percentile

5.2%

1.1%

0.6%

Minimum Price

2.60

2.6

2.545

2/25/2016

8/1/2018

8/28/2018

Percent above Minimum

6.4%

1.1%

0.8%

Max Price

5.268

5.65

6.007

6/26/2013

6/26/2013

6/26/2013

Date of Minimum

Date of Max
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Colorado Natural Gas Market Factors (Deregulated)
 Basis prices in Colorado are just above all-time lows and have been priced at a discount for two
years.



Increased production from the nearby Denver-Julesburg (DJ) basin and competition for market share from other
producing regions has triggered a significant discount in basis prices in the past year.
In the future, basis prices could strengthen slightly as demand increases due to the build out of natural gas-fired
power plants.

 The buildup in pipeline infrastructure in the region will bring additional supplies of DJ-sourced
natural gas onto the market and likely keep regional gas prices at a discount to the national average.
CIG Rockies Natural Gas
CAL 2019
CAL 2020
CAL 2021
Current Price

-0.756

-0.707

-0.7

Current Percentile

6.3%

7.0%

5.3%

Minimum Price

-0.93

-0.879

-0.783

5/2/2018

5/3/2018

6/27/2018

Percent above Minimum

18.9%

19.6%

10.6%

Max Price

-0.135

-0.105

-0.055

2/1/2013

12/16/2015

12/16/2015

Date of Minimum

Date of Max
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N

Bill Copy Example
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Colorado Natural Gas Market Factors (Deregulated)
 Increased natural gas production has the potential to depress natural gas and subsequently
electricity prices in the coming years.
 DJ Basin production has jumped to a record 1.7 Bcf/d this year and it is expected to increase by an
additional 1.3 Bcf/d in the coming years.

 A new natural gas pipeline, the Cheyenne Connector, is expected to begin service in Q3 2019.
 A ballot proposal to increase drilling setbacks in Colorado on non-federal lands to be voted on this
Fall, if passed, could lead to decreased DJ production levels and a slight increase in regional gas
prices.
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Price triggers…meeting budget requirements


Price triggers can serve to both attain a preset budget goal as well as protect from unexpected price
increases.


The key element of price triggers as a procurement method is the structuring of the triggers to be at price levels
which are both ambitious yet achievable.

Budget
protection
price cap

Current
price

Desired
Budget
reduction



Price triggers are often tied to current rates


A desired price level can be set to attain year on year savings



But a level of protection must also be set to protect
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Summary - Takeaways
Best Practices:
 Aggregated load = leverage
 Proactive market monitoring
 Post contractual situations (billing issues, meter adds/deletes, etc.)
 TEAMView data management
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Next Steps
In order to begin our natural gas evaluation, our team needs:
 Last three months of bill copies
 Copy of current natural gas contract
 Completed Usage Form / Engagement Letter
Additional services to consider:
 TEAMView demonstration
 Tariff Rate & Tax Analysis
 Renewable opportunities
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Addendum

TEAMView – Tradition Energy Analytics Manager
Tradition Energy’s next generation, proprietary energy data management platform
designed to give clients easy access to everything they need to track their accounts,
budgets and the energy markets
Brings enhanced transparency and insight to energy data usage and spend enabling
energy managers to make more informed energy management decisions that lead to
savings
Access to four types of energy information (depending on level of service):
1. Account Data
2. Usage & Cost Reporting

3. Market Prices & Research
4. Sustainability Reporting
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TEAMView Dashboard
Personalized energy
dashboard with multiple
customization settings
Content “widgets” give you
top-level visibility for your
most important data
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TEAMView Market Research
Market research report database
 Tradition market research reports
 Market Monitoring: ongoing regional news reports and updates

 Legislative and Regulatory updates
Daily Retail Report

Daily Wholesale Report

EEI Power Report

Weekly Report

EIA Nat Gas Report

European Monthly Report

Daily Peak Load Monitors
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Intraday Market Flashes

Legislative/Regulatory

Bi-Annual Price Forecast

Market Monitoring Reports

TEAMView Sample Screenshots
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Sample Pricing Report
Transparent business practices
No conflicts of interest; supplier
negotiation and pricing separated
from advisory team
Covering the entire market of all
vetted suppliers to find the best
price and commercial terms for
our clients
Forces competition among energy
suppliers
In 2017, 84 energy suppliers
competed for our clients’ business
in the US
Tradition’s recommendations
result in a solution that is best
for the client
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ALTHOUGH THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS FROM SOURCES BELIEVED TO BE RELIABLE, TFS ENERGY SOLUTIONS, LLC AND/OR ANY OF ITS MEMBERS, AFFILIATES, AND SUBSIDIARIES (COLLECTIVELY “TFS”) MAKES NO
WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION THAT SUCH INFORMATION IS CORRECT AND IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS, OMISSIONS OR MISSTATEMENTS OF ANY KIND. ALL INFORMATION IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ON AN “AS
AVAILABLE” BASIS AND TFS DISCLAIMS ALL EXPRESS AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES RELATED TO SUCH INFORMATION AND DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, PERFORMANCE OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY OF THE INFORMATION. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN, INCLUDING ANY PRICING, IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY, CAN BE CHANGED AT ANY TIME, SHOULD BE INDEPENDENTLY
EVALUATED, AND IS NOT A BINDING OFFER TO PROVIDE ELECTRICITY, NATURAL GAS AND RELATED SERVICES. THE PARTIES AGREE THAT TFS’S SOLE FUNCTION WITH RESPECT TO ANY TRANSACTION IS THE INTRODUCTION OF
THE PARTIES AND THAT EACH PARTY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR EVALUATING THE MERITS OF THE TRANSACTION AND CREDIT WORTHINESS OF THE OTHER. TFS ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF ANY
TRANSACTION OR THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF ANY PARTY. TFS ACCEPTS NO LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT OR OTHER CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN OR ANY
INACCURACY, ERROR OR OMISSION IN ANY OF ITS CONTENT. This document is the property of, and is proprietary to, TFS Energy Solutions, LLC and/or any of its members, affiliates, and subsidiaries (collectively “TFS”) and is identified as “Confidential.”
Those parties to whom it is distributed shall exercise the same degree of custody and care afforded their own such information. TFS makes no claims concerning the validity of the information provided herein and will not be held liable for any use of this
information. The information provided herein may be displayed and printed for your internal use only and may not reproduced, retransmitted, distributed, disseminated, sold, published, broadcast or circulated to anyone without the express written consent of
TFS. Copyright © 2018 TFS Energy Solutions, LLC d/b/a Tradition Energy
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